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The role full-service archery
retailers play in recruiting new
archers and keeping

bowhunters in the sport is amply
demonstrated by Roy and Nancy
Alvord of Little Ridge Archery. This
hard-working couple has been able to
build a top-notch pro shop in rural
Gasport, New York in part because
they go to such lengths to provide
exceptional service. That was clear to
me during the evening I spent at the
business last fall, and again when I
called in late April to see how Roy was
adjusting to “retirement.”

Like some other archery retailers
I’ve visited over the past 10 years as
ArrowTrade’s editor, the Alvords
established and enlarged the archery
retail business they love to operate
with the aid of income generated from
outside jobs. Nancy is a computer
whiz who keeps an eye on the paper
and video ranges from a desk ringed
with computers where she also han-
dles tax preparation work for about
800 individuals and small businesses.
She’s comfortable behind the pro
shop counter doing everything but
the bow setup work that is Roy’s spe-
cialty. I can’t imagine how she finds
the time, but she’s also filled a long
hallway at Little Ridge with beautiful
craftwork she makes and sells so
women will have more reason to visit
the business.

Until December 31st, Roy was
part of the workforce at the Delphi
plant in Lockport, New York. At one
time that single plant alone employed
10,000 people, but the auto parts sup-
plier has had to repeatedly cut the
workforce due to GM’s falling sales.
Roy was able to retire December 31st
with credit for 25 years, ending a dual-
track work week that was nothing
short of heroic. “For the last several

years, from about the first of July to
the middle of gun season, then again
from January to mid-April, it’s been
nothing to work 100 or 110 hours
every week.”

July to the middle of gun season is
“peak season” for many archery retail-
ers, but what’s keeping Little Ridge
Archery busy in the first quarter?
That’s the Dart video range league
shooters, some of whom drive 80 or 90
miles to compete and shop for the lat-
est archery gear that might give them
an edge over their buddies. “Our
league runs January 10th to the first
part of April, and while we’ve been
extremely successful with the league
itself it also brings in a ton of business
for new bow sales,” Roy explained.
“You’d think it was just before deer
season. Everybody and his brother is
checking out the new bows. And when
you get the new bows out in the hands
of people, it means others are seeing

them and coming in asking about
them. When they do ask, they’ll find I
have about 12 different models all set
up with accessories and ready for
them to try on our range.”

With Delphi, Roy worked the third
shift that started at midnight, and he’s
kept the same 4 to 9 p.m. evening pro
shop hours he’s had for years. What
customers don’t see is at least an equal
number of hours worked by Alvord
when the business is supposedly
closed. I wasn’t surprised to find Roy
in the shop at 10 a.m. to take my fol-
low-up call, because he prefers to ser-
vice bows, set up new bow and acces-
sory packages and prep his new bows
when customers aren’t in the compact
showroom. 

Some retailers might consider
pulling a bow out of the box, sticking a
price tag on it and setting it on the
rack enough preparation. Roy only
stocks what he considers are quality

Exceptional Service Helps 

A beautifully maintained yard with extensive landscaping welcomes customers to Little
Ridge Archery. The pro shop and range was carefully sited behind existing outbuildings
of the Alvord’s home to help satisfy local officials, who wanted to preserve the residen-
tial nature of the property at 8862 Ridge Road, Gasport, New York. The side of the pro
shop and range is just visible to the left of the pickups filling the parking lot. Nancy’s
Alvord’s busy life includes teaching crafts like scrapbooking and stamp-up (see sign).
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bows, but he still goes through each
one to make sure it’s been properly
rigged. He uses a tap to chase out each
threaded hole, so no burrs or paint
can foul up the threads when he or
someone years down the road is
mounting an accessory. He uses
Loktite on screws, a simple step that
saves him many service calls. Then
he’ll back the weight down to a few
pounds under the peak, and install a
nocking point. The nocking point
helps keep the fingers or release in
place when someone pulls a bow off
the wall and draws it back.  Reducing
the weight helps prevent bent axles or
broken limbs in the event something
slips and a dry fire results.

Roy knows the buss cable on
many single cam bows will stretch
during the first 150 shots. When they
do, the cable diameter drops and the
tightly wound factory serving begins
to slip and separate. Roy adds his own
band of super-tight serving above it.
That keeps the factory serving in place
until the customer brings the bow
back for the free check-up, when Roy
can get the bow back in one of his
three presses and twist up the cable to
bring the cam setting back into specs
while it tightens the factory serving. 

What would new single cam bow
owners do on their own if Roy hadn’t
urged them to bring the bows back in
after they’d shot for a week or two?

Some might just move the nocking
point to adjust for the stretch, com-
promising bow performance. A lot
would simply adjust their sights, com-
promising both performance and
downrange penetration with an arrow
that might be porpoising. Of course,
when they put a broadhead on the
sloped-down shaft, Roy said, they
might finally wonder why in the heck
their arrow flight was so awful and
come back into his store.

While Roy has that bow back in
for it’s free check-up and cable adjust-
ment, or anytime he’s got a chance to
do some service work, he’ll make sure
the string and cable are waxed. Now
some dealers would say that’s the cus-
tomer’s job, and if they neglect it
they’ll only be back in sooner for a
new set. Roy tries to picture himself as
the customer. Whether he’s bought a
new Bear Instinct for $399, a mid-
priced Ross Cardiac or a costly Hoyt
Trykon or Mathews Drenalin, he
wants those bows to last and give
good service so people will trust him
with bow tune-ups and new bow pur-
chases. 

Roy lost seven good customers
through the latest round of Delphi
layoffs, as they transferred to work at
an out-of-state plant. One called him
recently, he said, to tell him that now
he’s had to shop elsewhere he realizes
how spoiled he was by the service at
Little Ridge Archery. Too many retail-
ers are using laser tuning aids to find
center shot and calling that good
enough, Roy suggested, when in fact
many bows don’t shoot their best
when set up that way. He studies tech-
nical articles and said he’s really bene-
fited from the seminars Bernie
Pellerite, Randy Ulmer and others
have given at the ATA Show. Because
of that Roy knows the best way to set

Rural New York Retailer Grow
By Tim Dehn

Jimmy Speranza tries out one of the Bear models that Roy Alvord (behind counter) said
have been selling well for him. Speranza is an avid rifle silhouette shooter, shooting out
to 500 meters. With a bow he likes to get within 25 yards, where he knows he can hold a
4 inch group with broadheads. Speranza credits Alvord with helping him understand
what it takes to consistently shoot a bow well. “I wouldn’t come anyplace else.”
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up dozens of different models for top
consistency. When he’s satisfied with
how a particular bow shoots, you can
be sure any further improvement has
to come from the archer.

And I don’t mean just current
models. Roy knows that some older
single cams have to be shot with a 5/8
inch high nocking point for top accu-
racy, and that’s how he’ll set them up.
“I know it looks weird but that’s where
it has to be. People will come in here
with those models set 3/16 or a 1/4
inch high and they’ll be shooting all
over the place. I’ll get it right, and
they’ll go to a 3-D shoot and one of
their buddies will look at that arrow
slanting down. They won’t have a clue
what they’re doing, but they’ll adjust
that nocking point down for them,
and the guy may lose all his arrows on
the course. Some of them have that
older cam on them, and the baby idler
wheel, and that’s why you need the

5/8 inch high setting.”
“I’ve got every high-tech laser

tuning aid that’s ever been sold, here
in a drawer,” Roy told me when I sat
down at his counter a couple hours
before the doors opened for business
on a sunny day in early September.
“You can’t go back at the manufactur-
ers; these devices do what they say.
The lasers locate the center of the
bow. But I’ve not seen one bow in
years that shot its best off the center-
shot. The Mathews and the Ross mod-
els will laser out at 21 or 22/32 of an
inch. But when we paper tune them
for best arrow flight, they’re out at
28/32. That’s a lot of flex, but they’re
built on lightweight risers and that’s
why they do that.”

“I’ve been trying to put the
Mathews rest on bows because you
can shoot anything through it and you
can paper tune it in a heartbeat,” Roy
said. “But most hunters want the
Whisker Biscuit, and I don’t blame
them a bit. To be honest, I bad
mouthed them when they first came
out, and the more we sold, the worse I

felt about talking them down at first.
This year (2006) we’ve already sold
over 330 Whisker Biscuits.”

“Biscuits” became so popular at
Little Ridge Archery that many cus-
tomers switched from shooting vanes
to feathers, since conventional vanes
had a problem with rippling after
repeated shots. Now some have
switched back. “The vane companies
addressed that problem. Norway has
the Savage and the Predator vanes,
and you’ve got the Blazer by Bohning
and the Vanetec that Gold Tip took
over,” the pro shop owner said.

They all work great through the
Whisker Biscuit rests, Roy said, but
paper tuning them can be a real chal-
lenge. “With the newer style Biscuits
you shoot cock feather up with the
hen feathers down so they can miss
that darker wedge of stiffer bristles.
Well, if you have an arrow drive up
through the paper, normally you’d
move the nock down. On the Whisker
Biscuit, no way! Move it up. It’s totally
backwards. That means with the bow
at rest, you’ll end up with the arrow

A long hallway
leading to an emer-
gency exit was cre-
ated by one of the
building design
changes made to
suit community con-
cerns. Nancy Alvord
has filled it with
craft items, many
made by her hands.
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The reviews are in, the blogs are buzzing and
there’s no question that Pearson® bows for
2007 are among the fastest, quietest,
smoothest bows available, but we didn’t stop
there:

Every Pearson® bow is now
equipped with patented ETI™

Technology. ETI™ is a limb
reinforcement that weighs

less than a broadhead and actually doubles
the strength of the limb*! Not
only does this tiny modifica-
tion double limb strength, it
also adds arrow speed and
smoothes energy expenditure
through the shot! 

ETI™ provides limb
strength while Pearson's
exclusive new PTFE
Smooth Finish Cam™ pro-

vides liquid smooth cam performance that
feels like silk, sheds mud and debris, and
extends string and cable life far beyond
anodized cams.

Pearson Z-Bows. Everything you’re looking for
and a few things you never dreamed of. 

*Test results available at www.benpearson.com

734 Industrial Drive • Brewton, AL 36426
251-867-8980 • www.benpearson.com

Z-34

Z-32

ETI

Circle 194 on Response Card
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sitting nock high, and people aren’t
used to seeing that, they expect to see
their arrow sit level.”

I had a chance to watch Roy work
with customers on that busy evening
where, as expected, probably 30 peo-
ple came to the rural shop. This trim
60 year old, who used to race bicycles
and still keeps in shape peddling
them, was constantly on the move
between the service area, checkout
station and the paper range where
he’d make final adjustments and help
customers with their form. 

Tom Schulz told me he’d been
shopping at Little Ridge Archery for a
couple years, even though it’s a 40
minute drive. He’d come by originally
with a bow bought years earlier at a
discounter, a bow he could no longer
shoot after a shoulder problem. “You
get the feeling he’s just an honest guy,”
Schulz told me about Roy Alvord. “He
even tried to fix the bow I’d bought
from Kmart, and I guess that’s what
convinced me to buy a new Hoyt from
him. He got me into a nice light bow at
a nice light draw weight. Now I’m back
shooting and I’m excited about
bowhunting again. And it’s all his
doing. I would have never got that ser-
vice at a box store.”

Schulz was having trouble getting
his broadheads to group, and after
struggling with it for a while came in
to consult a higher authority. Roy

went out on the range with him carry-
ing different shaft sizes, slipping back
into the role of mentor and coach that
seems to come so
natural. He
replaced the worn
tubing that was
about to snap on
the peep sight,
and reminded
Schulz to do that
every year before
hunting season.
He checked the
nocking point
position, explain-

ing as he did “The nock should be up
5/16, and with normal string stretch
you’re up 3/8.” Roy returned the bow

A neatly organized service area is behind the counter. Three bow presses allow Roy to
leave work in progress to make a sale or help diagnose a shooting problem on the lanes.
The newest Sure-Loc model is particularly easy to use on parallel limb bows, Roy said,
and since it puts less pressure on the riser than hand-shooting, he doesn’t worry if he
gets working on something else and has to leave the bow in the press an hour or more.

PHOTO LEFT: For safety, the
Alvords will have customers use
this dummy release from Tru-
Fire when they’re having them
try bows to establish draw
length and draw weight.
Accidents still happen. The
spring day ArrowTrade called
Roy  for an update, he was get-
ting ready to replace some lights
on the range that had been shot
out by customers struggling to
handle bows with 80-pound
draw weights.

PHOTO RIGHT: Nancy Alvord
rings up an order for arrows and a new Morrell Yellow Jacket field
point target by a customer who thought he was just coming in to
pick up an arrow order. Just behind Nancy on the file is the table-
top Fletch-O-Matic automatic arrow fletching unit the busy
archery retailers purchased from Norway Industries in Oregon.
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scent lok.com

Early season, and it’s still warm. You spot the buck you’ve

scouted for weeks. As he closes the distance, you feel the

heat and the nervous sweat more than ever. Relax; take the

shot. He doesn’t even know you are in his world.

You can thank Scent-Lok® gear for this close encounter. 

The more you sweat and the faster your heart pounds, the

more you need Scent-Lok technology. Let Scent-Lok 

technology work to trap the human odors your game could

use against you. 

GET CLOSE.  GO UNDETECTED.
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square to a pouch on his tool  belt,
pulled out a nocking point pliers, and
made the slight adjustment.
“Everybody thinks I look like a circus
clown with this thing around my
waist, but when I’m out on the range I
can’t be running back to the counter
to get a scissors or a pliers.”

Roy verified the shaft size he’d rec-
ommended before was the best one
for this archer, then retrained Schulz
in the proper way to hold the bow
with a relaxed grip and less heel-of-
the-hand contact. When the customer
couldn’t get a clean tear on the paper,
Roy did on his first shot. That con-
vinced him that what Schulz needed
was a wrist sling, so he could stop the
death grip that was causing him to
torque the bow.

“You’re not seeing the torque
through the peep sight, we don’t ever
see the bow swing to the side at the
shot, but it sure is there,” Roy assured
his customer. “They’ve filmed bows
with high speed cameras, slowed it
down and you wouldn’t believe how
much that bow can twist in the hand.”

Typical of the extra attention this
pro shop pays to its customers, Roy
attached the sling with about a half
inch of play between palm and grip
and explained to Schulz why he was
doing so. “When you relax your hand
and shoot that bow will launch for-
ward and the sling will hit the back of
your hand. At first you’ll still grip it on
some shots. But then you’ll learn to
trust the sling and your bow hand will
stop anticipating the shots. A lot of
times we’re anticipating that release
going off. That’s why I shoot a back
tension release,” Roy said as he
demonstrated good form for his cus-
tomer. “I’m tightening the muscles in
my back, my shoulder is rotating
back, and the release fires without me
knowing exactly when it will go off.
And when I shoot,” he reminded
Schulz, “my hand is not one hair’s dis-
tance away from my face, because if it
was, that would throw the shot off to
the side.”

Before he sent Schulz home to
practice, Roy checked to see what

broadhead he was shooting. “The
Steel Force is a good broadhead,” he
reassured the customer. “It shoots
very close to what a field point does,
despite its traditional appearance. Get
close to the target and practice for a
couple days with the sling. Because
you’re going to do the same thing you
did before (torque the bow) until you
get comfortable with the sling.”

The form problems Schulz had
were fairly easy to address and Roy
knew his pro shop customers were in
good hands with wife Nancy behind
the counter. “So many times when a
woman goes to help a guy he’ll back
off a little, prefer to wait. But since
Nancy is much better on knowing
what’s in stock and what everything
costs than I, I’ve learned to back off
when I can and let her go with it. My
customers are sometimes shocked at
how much she does know.” Nancy
also assists their part-time employee,
Art Sielaff, with arrow building. It’s a
testament to the volume this shop
does that it purchased a Fletch-O-
matic, the compact automatic fletch-
ing machine from Norway Industries.

Both Nancy and Roy are friendly
and positive with customers, ready to
suggest a better alternative but also
ready to back off when someone is
convinced their equipment choice is
the best for them. “I’ve seen people
come in with draw lengths set so long
their releases were held behind their
heads,” Roy said. “Most of those peo-
ple you can help, some you can’t.”

When a customer that evening
ordered arrows that he was drawing
back right to the rest, Roy talked him
into letting him add a little extra
length for safety. “I would hate to have
that arrow drop off the rest and go

through your wrist.” But Roy couldn’t
convince the same man that the Pro
Series Thunderheads he stocked  were
a good alternative to the standard
Thunderheads he’d always shot, and
agreed to order exact replacements.
“I’ll pay for this all now,” the man told
Nancy, “That way my wife can only kill
me once.”

Roy told me about getting stuck
with a left hand Mathews Outback
he’d ordered because a girl let her
mom know what Dad was up to at
Little Ridge Archery. “The woman
came in and said she wanted to pay it
off as a Father’s Day present. She had
no intention of doing that, she just
wanted to see the price tag.”
Unfortunately the customer had
insisted Roy customize it with
Winner’s Choice strings and cables,
and the added cost meant that one
hung on the wall for a while. “It was
my own fault,” Roy said. “I usually take
at least a $100 deposit when ordering
in a left hand bow.”

Not that Roy is adverse to the
left-hand bows. He has been shoot-
ing left-handed himself, and nor-
mally has one left-hander in stock of
each popular model. But the
Mathews practice of building draw
length specific cams to maximize
performance makes stocking a little
more complicated. “Mathews will
say you can change their cam quick-
er than you can change another
brand’s modules. But its about $85
bucks for their cam, versus $14 for
someone else’s module. I’ve got at
least $3,000 worth of Mathews cams
in drawers over there. It makes it nice
for a dealer when there is some draw
length adjustability in a bow.”

Roy said he’s was happy to see the

During the
process of selling
this Fred Bear
Instinct to Jason
Sag, Roy helped
reinforce good
shooting form. He
knows setting a
bow up to shoot
well won’t give the
hunter good
results if they have
problems like an
inconsistent
anchor point.
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Cam & 1/2 design change on the
Reflex models for 2007, so you still had
4 inches of draw length adjustability
but now can make the changes in half
inch, rather than one inch, incre-
ments. 

Adjustability is also a plus for the
Ross models he carries, something
that comes into play when someone
switches from snapping their release
on the string to using a release loop.
“The Ross line is not high priced, but
you’re getting a super well made bow
that’s smooth to draw and extremely
adjustable,” Roy offered.

I watched Roy sell a Fred Bear
Instinct the evening of my visit, to a
compact bowhunter who needed a 24
inch draw length. “Don’t worry, I’ve
got all the modules,” he assured the
customer, “even the 65 percent let-off
ones because there are still some fin-
ger shooters out there.”  When I called
back this spring, the veteran retailer
said he’d convinced Bear to start offer-
ing the $299 Element in a lower 40-50
pound draw weight range. To him that
entry level hunting bow would be a
perfect fit for older teens who were
too big for youth models, since it does
go down to 24 inches. Now Bear will
offer it and other models in that
added draw weight range.

“The funniest part is, the first

three Elements in the 40-50 range I
sold were to older gentlemen who
couldn’t draw more than 45 pounds
and figured they could no longer
hunt. I told them hey, I’ve had two
rotator cuff problems, elbow prob-
lems and wrist problems. I’m down to
shooting 54 pounds, but with today’s
small broadheads and smaller diame-
ter carbon arrows, that’s adequate for
anything.”

That’s provided he decides to
release the arrow. Roy has killed so
many deer that now he often plays a
game with them. If he gets them with-
in range and can slowly draw his bow,
hold for a count of 20 and then lower
without being spotted, he figures he’s
won that particular outing.  “I actually
passed up a 170 class deer three years
ago,” he assured me. “I was fall turkey
hunting in the rain. I was freezing but
as I started to get up, I saw this buck
had stopped alongside me, at 11
yards. I drew three different times
with my bow and didn’t get caught. I
could have shot him, but there would
have been no thrill for me. I wasn’t
hunting him.”

M a y b e
Roy caught
the doubt in
my eyes,
because he
added a cou-
ple details.
First, he had
S c e n t - L o k

clothing on because he didn’t want to
alarm deer that might spook a gob-
bler. Second, he was wearing a ASAT
Vanish Pro 3-D Leafy System suit over
it, which he then got out of a stuff sack
by his personal hunting gear and
showed me. “I own more camo than
some gun stores carry. We’ve had spe-
cial closets built in the house to hold
it. I figure when something new
comes out, I have to try it. But you end
up using the same stuff that works,
and you can’t beat this.”

Now that he’s no longer working
third shift at the plant, Roy told me
he’s been up at 4:30 some mornings,
scouting for turkey. “Some mornings
I’ve heard 150 gobbles. The season
starts May 1, my birthday, when I’ll
be 61. It’s funny, I don’t feel that old.
I remember times when I used to feel
110. But it’s so different working just
one job. Right now, I’m putting in
about 60 hours a week in the pro
shop, and to me it feels like a vaca-
tion.”

If that’s a vacation, it’s one this
exceptional archery retailer has well
and truly earned.

Todd and Abraham Harris shoot on the indoor paper range,
above. At right, Nancy Alvord visits with Jamie Schultz out-
side the video range that brings in customers during the first
quarter. Nancy has her tax preparation computers and files
at the work station to right, so she can oversee both ranges.

Curtains add a homey touch and from the exterior, help the pro shop
blend into the residential neighborhood.
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